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In this report a new way of visualizing energy consumption is presented. The purpose is to increase 
people's awareness of their energy usage and to thus encourage less consumption. The sustainable 
Painting is a painting that dynamically changes picture depending on your energy usage. Water and 
electricity usage are used as input for calculating a household's energy usage. The painting's image 
changes to reflect the current energy consumption of the household and blurring of the image is used 
to indicate how today's consumption compares to the previous day.  Input for the painting is supplied 
by a household energy simulator created in processing and the visualization is outputted to an 
external LCD within a picture frame. $
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1. Background  

World energy demand continues to increase and if current laws and policies remain in place, total 
world energy consumption is expected to increase 44 percent between 2006 and 2030. [16] Increased 
energy consumption contributes to increased carbon emissions, in turn contributing to global warming. 
[12] Research has shown that people need to reduce their energy use in order to halt environmental 
damage. [2] 

Households’ account for a sizeable portion of the total energy consumed and consequently contributes 
significantly to carbon emissions. In the United Kingdom 27 percent of all carbon emissions originated 
from household energy consumption [11]. In 2006, Swedish households used 48 percent of the total 
electricity and heat consumed in Sweden [10]. 

People for the most part want to do what is right and improve environmental conditions. One of the 
biggest hurdles faced in doing this is to improve people’s awareness of their energy consumption.  It is 
easy enough to tell someone to decrease their energy consumption, but when all they see is a bill once a 
month with their kilowatt-hour consumption, it is difficult for them to know how to improve.  

2. Objective  

The objective of this ubiquitous computing project is to directly increase people's awareness of their 
energy consumption in the household by making visible what is normally hidden. By increasing 
people's awareness of their energy usage we hope to help encourage less consumption and ultimately 
achieve a more sustainable society.   

56+1*)%$*7+839:++

The Interactive Institute in Sweden developed a number of projects to increase energy awareness as 
part of their 2004-2005 design research project STATIC!.[6] 

56;+0<*+=)3>*9+?%@A++

The Flower Lamp from STATIC! increases energy awareness by adding another dimensions to the 'on' 
and 'off' that is inherent to all lights.  A household's energy consumption is reflected in the changing 
appearance of the lamp so that when the energy consumption has been low they are rewarded with a 
more aesthetically pleasing 'blooming' lamp. Likewise when energy consumption has been high the 
lamp 'closes'. [7] Figure 1 shows the two extreme positions of the Flower Lamp.  

 

Figure 1. Flower Lamp 'closed' and in 'bloom'.  
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The Power Aware Cord, another project from STATIC!, transformed the common power strip to show, 
rather than hide the energy being used.  The consumption was visualized by "glowing pulses, flow and 
intensity of light" through luminescent wires, which can be seen in figure 2.  When used in households 
an interesting interaction was that people used the cord on various appliances to test and compare 
electrical consumption. [8]  

 

Figure 2. Power Aware Cord in use.  

565+=)3>++

Another STATIC! project to raise awareness was Flow.  This project was a service concept that aimed 
to contribute to water usage awareness. The concept behind flow was to use an “interactive television 
to visualize water consumption in real-time via a FLOW iTV channel." The data was transmitted via 
radio frequencies from the household's water main. Using the iTV channel the user can control, learn 
about and become more aware of their water usage. [9]  

C6+1*%)&#%$&3'+

Although our concept was conceptualized before reading the above related works, we differentiate our 
project by including more than one type of energy used in the household. This project combines and 
visualizes both electricity and water consumption in the household. 

C6;+0<*+!"#$%&'%()*+,%&'$&'-+
The Sustainable Painting is a dynamic painting that changes its picture depending on the household's 
energy consumption. It helps the user to reflect upon how much energy they use in their household. 
The basic idea is that electricity and water consumption are used as input to calculate the energy 
consumption of a household. The painting reacts to the different levels of consumption and displays 
different pictures depending on the usage of energy.+
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Figure 3. Painting has changed to reflect light being turned on.  
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Real data from electricity and water use can be collected using automatic meter reading (AMR) [14]. 
The technology is usually used to automatically transfer collected data to a central computer for billing, 
troubleshooting and analyzing the usage of a household.  Household meters can also be read wirelessly 
using technology such as ZigBee.  

C65+E*$<37+

The first idea for implementing this prototype was to measure all data in real time. The plan was to 
read the amount of electricity used via a ZigBee reader [17], but we soon discovered that reading this 
information in the exhibition space at the IT University would not be possible. This is because the 
electricity is measured either floor by floor or for the whole building and turning on a few lights during 
the exhibition would have very little impact upon the total consumption. How to measure water 
consumption was also a problem. It is required by law in Sweden to be able to accurately measure 
electricity on a monthly basis but there is no such law for water. The technology used for reading 
electricity could be adapted to work for water consumption. So while it was technically feasible for our 
project to measure both the electricity and water consumption, to do so in the exhibition space was not 
realistic.   

We then decided to change our approach and make a small energy consumption system. A prototype of 
this was created with a LED connected to a potentiometer. A brighter light resulted in a worse picture 
while a weaker light resulted in a better picture. We realized that to be able to include all energy 
sources in a home we had to add a lot of components to our prototype such as water, trash, showers and 
so on. Even if we only had one component for each energy source, the prototype would be quite large 
and complex. We also started to think about what we wanted the prototype to prototype and we came 
up with the idea of an energy consumption simulator.  

When this updated concept was started, a user survey was conducted to get input about the 
visualization of the pictures and its potential usability. There were questions about what kind of 
visualization people wanted as well as when the data should reset. For the questions and answers to the 
survey, see Appendix A. After analyzing the answers and literature reviews some constraints about the 
concept were set. 

• The application should be customizable.  
• The painting should be placed somewhere central in the household. 
• The painting should change instantly according to usage of energy.  
• Comparison of energy consumption between days. 
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In order to make our energy consumption simulator more realistic, actual energy consumption values 
have been used in order to calculate the consumption. An energy calculator was used to determine the 
values for the appliances. [3] The calculator had values based upon units of one hour every day for a 
year.  Since there were more appliances than water or heat we used the units given by the calculator as 
our base unit to reduce the number of calculations need.  Additionally because of the purpose of our 
simulator what was needed was an accurate ratio of consumption between devices.   

Our value for warm water was taken from the Swedish company Tekniska Verken. [15] The value is 
calculated for water that is heated to 40 degrees Celsius. Heating was taken from Fortum [5] and is 
calculated for each room/radiator separately. All the values are then stored in kWh allowing for 
conversion to equivalent carbon dioxide (kgCO2e) when the energy source is known. The reason we 
have not used carbon dioxide emission values is because they depend on the source of the energy, 
which varies country-to-country and region-to-region. Electricity produced from coal emission produce 
more carbon dioxide than electricity produced from wind power. One Nordic kWh corresponds to 100 
grams of carbon dioxide according to Energirådgivningen [4] while Svensk energi claim that 1 
Swedish kWh corresponds to 20 grams of carbon dioxide [13].  

C6H+,93-9%@@&'-+++

The simulator is designed in processing and is connected to an external LCD to display our painting. 
 The painting is displayed on the LCD and the simulator's interface is displayed on either a laptop 
screen or on an external projector. To make it possible for the users to easily interact with the simulator 
we created a user-friendly interface. The interface was designed to look like a house with three floors 
and seven rooms (Figure 4). In each room there are buttons and scrollbars, which represents different 
household items such as TVs, showers and heaters. 

   

 

Figure 4. Simulation Interface 
 

Every thirty minutes the simulator scans the interface for updated data, converts new data to real life 
values and adds them to the current energy consumption. If the current energy consumption value has 
changed the painting is updated. The picture that is displayed depends on the current energy 
consumption value. There are 37 different pictures for each theme and each picture corresponds to a 
fixed value. The reason we only check for changes in the interface twice per hour is because we want 
users to be able to see the amount of energy different devices use.  If it was exactly real time and you 
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had a shower the painting would change and then change back before you could see it.  Since there is 
only one painting a delay is needed for when devices are used in another room.  

To make the user see long term changes we added a blurry filter over the picture. This filter is updated 
every 24 hours. If you use more energy today than yesterday the painting will look blurry. There are 
four stages of blurriness depending on how big the difference in energy consumption between today 
and yesterday is. If you used less or as much energy the blurry filter is removed and the painting will 
look better.  

 

Figure 5. Updating System 

The simulator can be sped up so that changes can be seen quickly.  This makes it easier to see how the 
picture reacts to the different inputs on the simulator.  

To make the simulator meaningful, user friendly and implementable we made a list of constraints: 

• Focus on real life scenario.   
• Our intended target use is domestic houses (not apartments) in the Nordic area (same climate).  
• Only represent hot water consumption, heating, and electricity consumption by various 

common household products. 
• Limit number of pictures to be displayed to a maximum of 40 pictures.  
• Limit the levels of blurriness to a maximum of five.  
• Limit the amount of themes to a maximum of two.   

H6+I@%-*+E*$%A<39#+

When deciding upon the images we wanted to use, we thought about the metaphor behind them and 
how users would interpret them.  The importance of metaphors and their application is explained in J. 
Alty's paper [1]. The first image we used was a decaying apple.  The metaphor here between good and 
bad energy consumption is clear.  A decomposed apple is bad and an edible apple is good.  The second 
image we used was a picture of Times Square.  The users are still able to understand how the good and 
bad energy consumption is shown, but the underlying metaphor is a bit flawed. A good image is one 
full of color, but in Times Square that means a lot of energy is being used (the billboards, lights, cars, 
etc.) which is counterproductive to the goal of reducing energy consumption.  So while the metaphor 
partly fails users still understand what is trying to be communicated.  Due to time constraints we started 
but where unable to complete our third image set of a tropical beach.  An image of nature fits the 
metaphor better than the Times Square image.   
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There are many possibilities of things that could be done in the future with this project. One idea is to 
redesign how the energy usage is displayed. One option is to re-design the flower lamp into an 
interactive flower that blooms when the usage is low and closes when the usage is high. If the product 
was made for younger children an interactive pet could also be a way of displaying the usage. 
Currently sound is not used in the project but it could be integrated although this may be too invasive 
and distracting compared to changing images.  

Adding more inputs is another direction the project could continue in.  Household waste is an obvious 
option that could be included.  The amount of garbage could be measured using a weight sensor and 
carbon emissions during incineration could be calculated from this value.  Likewise if recycling 
occurred this could offset the negative values of other inputs. Using clean energy sources such as solar 
or wind power could also offset energy used from non-renewable sources like coal. Including the 
energy used by your car or even flights you take could also be possibilities.  

Taking the painting out of the household context and moving it into a public area could also be done. 
For example having it on billboards in a city or in a museum.  Within the city context it could be 
possible to visualize car-free days and similar citywide events.  
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Ubiquitous computing is increasing its presence in the world around us and has a large role to play in 

the future household. Likewise, environmental concerns and demand for means of improving the 

current situation grow. The Sustainable Painting fills this demand and offers a way to increase 

awareness of energy consumption within a household. Visual feedback in the form of images rather 

than numbers on current and day to day consumption allow for people to passively absorb this 

information during their daily activity. 

One of the most important and surprising pieces of information we learned and that the Sustainable 

Painting is able to communicate is that the amount of energy used to heat water in comparison to other 

appliances is enormous. Many related projects have focused on only one energy source, but we 

combined a number of sources to give a more complete view of your energy impact. More work is 

needed to give a complete view, but hopefully this can be achieved, as awareness is needed before 

change can fully take place. 
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User survey about the visualization of the concept 
 
1. What picture would you like to have for showing your energy consumption?   
 
1. Nature/City Transforming 
2. Nature 
3. Waterfall/Garden 
4. Personal theme 
5. Sea or other environment pictures. 
6. Choosing personal picture. Grey to colored 
7. Rain forest/ Erosion. Apple that wither, money man (losing money when consume) 
8. Landscape include environment. 
9. Bars, changing over time. 
10. Forrest, sunset or sunrise 
 
2.What do you prefer, to se a painting transform from beautiful to ugly or the other way? 

 
1. Good to bad 
2. Start with neutral 
3. Good to bad 
4. Start with neutral 
5. Good to bad 
6. Good to bad 
7. Good to bad 
8. Start with neutral 
9. Start with neutral 
10. Good to bad 
 
3. If you have to compare against someone in energy consumption, what would you compare to? 

 
1. Against yourself 
2. Against yourself 
3. Against yourself and avarage consumption 
4. yourself not neighbours(unfair) 
5. With neighbours dividing with the number of persons living in the house. 
6. Average consumption 
7. All, mostly avarage consumption 
8. against neighbours and avarage 
9. Neighbours/capita  and yourself 
10. Friends, not neighbours. 
 
4. In what time interval would do like to see changes in the picture? 
 
1. Once a hour/ day interval 
2. Reset once a month. not that dynamic. 
3. Make small changes dynamic and large changes slow on a monthly basis. 
4. Once a week, dynamic, longer perspective. 
5. Day with feedback on your old consumption 
6. Day and dynamic 
7. Day and dynamic/maybe weekly 
8. Monthly changing the picture once a day. 
9. Quick changes/semi-dynamic 
10.Dynamic changes 
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The entire source code for processing follow on the next page: 



 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 //***********************************************************//

 //*/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////*//

 //*// Sustainable Painting                                //*//

 //*// Group E:                                            //*//

 //*//         Magnus Andersson                            //*//

 //*//         David Marshall                              //*//

 //*//         Josefin Nimstedt                            //*//

 //*//         Daniel Eriksson                             //*//

 //*// Ubiquitous Computing                                //*//

 //*// Chalmers School of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden   //*//

 //*// Creator: Magnus Andersson                           //*//

 //*// 2009                                                //*//

 //*/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////*//

 //***********************************************************//

 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 /****************************DEFINITIONS*******************************************/

 

 //Window 1 and 2 Scaling Factors

 public int f1 = 1;  //Main Window, frame1

 public int f2 = 1;  //Picture Window, frame2

 

 //Timer and Time

 int startingTime;

 public int hours;

 public int minutes;

 

 //Current Energy Consumption

 public int currentConsumption = 0;

 

 //Daily Energy Consumtpion

 public int todaysUsage = 0;

 public int yesterdaysUsage = 72373;

 

 //Blurryness filter depending on difference in daily energy consumption

 public int blurFilter = 0;

 

 //Timed Update Constraints

 public int checkHours = 0;

 public int checkMinutes = 0;

 

 //Image Arrays, Apple images and New York images.

   public PImage[] imageApple = new PImage[37];

   public PImage[] imageNewYork = new PImage[37];

 

 //Define Scrollbars

 HScrollbar hs1, hs2, hs3, hs4, hs5, hs6, hs7, hs8;    

 //Define Image Buttons.

 

 ImageButtons button1, button2, button3, button4, button5, button6,

 button7, button8, button9, button10, button11, button12, button13,

 button14, button15;



 //Create Font for text

 PFont fontA;

 //Define the public variables, these are used in the

 //Energy Consumption Function

                              

 public int lightState1;      

 public int lightState2;       

 public int lightState3;       

 public int lightState4;       

 public int lightState5;       

 public int lightState6;       

 public int lightState7;       

 public int lightState8;      

 public int waterTopState;   

 public int waterMiddleState;  

 public int tvState;          

 public int stoveState;       

 public int washState;        

 public int projectorState;    

 

 public int themeState = 0;    // Switch between Apple and New York

 

 public int heaterValue1;     

 public int heaterValue2;     

 public int heaterValue3;     

 public int heaterValue4;     

 public int heaterValue5;     

 public int heaterValue6;     

 public int heaterValue7;     

 public int heaterValue8;     

 int pictureNumber = 0;

 int pictnr = 0;

 Painting paint;    //The Painting, Displayed on ext. LCD.

 secondApplet s;    //A new Window for the Painting.

 /**************************SETUP AND DRAW (Main Window)*******************************/

 void setup()

 {

  //Size of screen

  size(1280/f1, 750/f1);

  

  //Setup Scrollbar

  hs1 = new HScrollbar(340/f1,120/f1, 140/f1, 10/f1, 2);

  hs2 = new HScrollbar(790/f1, 120/f1, 140/f1, 10/f1, 2);

  hs3 = new HScrollbar(1120/f1, 120/f1, 140/f1, 10/f1, 2);

  hs4 = new HScrollbar(40/f1, 336/f1, 140/f1, 10/f1, 2);

  hs5 = new HScrollbar(640/f1, 336/f1, 140/f1, 10/f1, 2);

  hs6 = new HScrollbar(1120/f1, 336/f1, 140/f1, 10/f1, 2);

  hs7 = new HScrollbar(390/f1, 553/f1, 140/f1, 10/f1, 2);

  hs8 = new HScrollbar(1120/f1, 553/f1, 140/f1, 10/f1, 2);



  

  //Define and import images.

  PImage b = loadImage("lightoff.gif");

  PImage d = loadImage("lighton.gif");

  PImage e = loadImage("washoff.gif");

  PImage f = loadImage("washon.gif");

  PImage g = loadImage("projectoroff.gif");

  PImage h = loadImage("projectoron.gif");

  PImage i = loadImage("stoveoff.gif");

  PImage j = loadImage("stoveon.gif");

  PImage k = loadImage("tvoff.gif");

  PImage l = loadImage("tvon.gif");

  PImage m = loadImage("wateroff.gif");

  PImage n = loadImage("wateron.gif");  

  PImage o = loadImage("themeoff.gif");

  PImage p = loadImage("themeon.gif");

  

  //Load Images, Apple and New York (Array of Images)

  for(int iter1 = 0; iter1 < 37; iter1++){

    imageApple[iter1] = loadImage("a"+iter1+".png");

  }

  for(int iter2 = 1; iter2 < 38; iter2++){

    imageNewYork[iter2-1] = loadImage(iter2+".png");

  }

  

  //Create image button 

  button1 = new ImageButtons(450/f1, 140/f1, 30/f1, 30/f1, b, d);

  button2 = new ImageButtons(900/f1, 140/f1, 30/f1, 30/f1, b, d);

  button3 = new ImageButtons(1230/f1, 140/f1, 30/f1, 30/f1, b, d);

  button4 = new ImageButtons(150/f1, 356/f1, 30/f1, 30/f1, b, d);

  button5 = new ImageButtons(750/f1, 356/f1, 30/f1, 30/f1, b, d);

  button6 = new ImageButtons(1230/f1, 356/f1, 30/f1, 30/f1, b, d);

  button7 = new ImageButtons(500/f1, 573/f1, 30/f1, 30/f1, b, d);

  button8 = new ImageButtons(1230/f1, 573/f1, 30/f1, 30/f1, b, d);

  button9 = new ImageButtons(450/f1, 568/f1, 40/f1, 40/f1, e, f);

  button10 = new ImageButtons(1180/f1, 568/f1, 38/f1, 38/f1, g, h);

  button11 = new ImageButtons(1180/f1, 351/f1, 38/f1, 38/f1, i, j);

  button12 = new ImageButtons(700/f1, 351/f1, 38/f1, 38/f1, k, l);

  button13 = new ImageButtons(100/f1, 354/f1, 33/f1, 33/f1, m, n);

  button14 = new ImageButtons(1180/f1, 138/f1, 33/f1, 33/f1, m, n);  

  button15 = new ImageButtons(1200/f1, 10/f1, 70/f1, 70/f1, o, p);  

  

  //Create Painting, Image to be displayed on ext. LCD.  

  paint = new Painting(); 

  

  //Initiate Timer 

  startingTime = millis();

  

}

void draw(){

  

  //Set background and linewidth

  background(255);

  stroke(0,0,0);



  strokeWeight(0.5);

 

  //Update Scroll values, return new value

  heaterValue1 = hs1.update()-340/f1;

  heaterValue2 = hs2.update()-790/f1;

  heaterValue3 = hs3.update()-1120/f1;

  heaterValue4 = hs4.update()-40/f1;

  heaterValue5 = hs5.update()-640/f1;

  heaterValue6 = hs6.update()-1120/f1;

  heaterValue7 = hs7.update()-390/f1;

  heaterValue8 = hs8.update()-1120/f1;

  

  //Display the updated scroll.

  hs1.display();

  hs2.display();

  hs3.display();

  hs4.display();

  hs5.display();

  hs6.display();

  hs7.display();

  hs8.display();

  

  //Paint the house, all lines.

  stroke(0,0,0);

  strokeWeight(1.1);

  

  //Floors

  line(000/f1, 100/f1, 1280/f1, 100/f1);  

  line(000/f1, 316/f1, 1280/f1, 316/f1);

  line(000/f1, 533/f1, 1280/f1, 533/f1);

  line(000/f1, 750/f1, 1280/f1, 750/f1);

  

  //Walls

  line(950/f1, 100/f1, 950/f1, 316/f1);  

  line(500/f1, 100/f1, 500/f1, 316/f1);

  line(200/f1, 316/f1, 200/f1, 533/f1);

  line(800/f1, 316/f1, 800/f1, 533/f1);

  line(550/f1, 533/f1, 550/f1, 750/f1);

  

  //Outer Walls

  line(001/f1, 101/f1, 001/f1, 749/f1);  

  line(1279/f1, 101/f1, 1279/f1, 749/f1);

  line(001/f1, 749/f1, 1279/f1, 749/f1);

  

  //Roof

  triangle(000/f1, 100/f1, 640/f1, 000/f1, 1280/f1, 100/f1);  

  

  //Create and Display room text.

  fontA = loadFont("Ziggurat-HTF-Black-32.vlw");

  textFont(fontA,18/f1);

  

  text("Bedroom",15/f1,310/f1);

  text("Bedroom",515/f1,310/f1);

  text("Bathroom",965/f1,310/f1);

  text("Bathroom",15/f1,527/f1);



  text("Living Room",220/f1,527/f1);

  text("Kitchen",810/f1,527/f1);

  text("Laundy Room",15/f1,740/f1);

  text("Entertainment Room",560/f1,740/f1);

  

  //Print Heater Values (Adjusted)

  stroke(0,0,0);

  text(round(norm(heaterValue1,0,130/f1)*40),340/f1,150/f1);

  text(round(norm(heaterValue2,0,130/f1)*40),790/f1,150/f1);

  text(round(norm(heaterValue3,0,130/f1)*40),1120/f1,150/f1);

  text(round(norm(heaterValue4,0,130/f1)*40),40/f1,366/f1);

  text(round(norm(heaterValue5,0,130/f1)*40),640/f1,366/f1);

  text(round(norm(heaterValue6,0,130/f1)*40),1120/f1,366/f1);

  text(round(norm(heaterValue7,0,130/f1)*40),390/f1,583/f1);

  text(round(norm(heaterValue8,0,130/f1)*40),1120/f1,583/f1);

  

  //Update image buttons, pressed or not pressed.

  //Returns a value, 1 = on, 0 = off.

  

  lightState1 =       button1.update();

  lightState2 =       button2.update();

  lightState3 =       button3.update();

  lightState4 =       button4.update();

  lightState5 =       button5.update();

  lightState6 =       button6.update();

  lightState7 =       button7.update();

  lightState8 =       button8.update();

  washState =         button9.update(); 

  projectorState =    button10.update();

  stoveState =        button11.update();

  tvState =           button12.update();

  waterMiddleState =  button13.update();

  waterTopState =     button14.update();

  themeState =        button15.update();

  

  //Display the updated image buttons.

  button1.display();

  button2.display();

  button3.display();

  button4.display();

  button5.display();

  button6.display();

  button7.display();

  button8.display();

  button9.display();

  button10.display();

  button11.display();

  button12.display();

  button13.display();

  button14.display();

  button15.display();

  

  //Update Time

  int seconds = (millis() - startingTime);

  minutes = seconds / 60;



  hours = minutes / 60;

  int days = hours / 24;

  seconds -= minutes * 60;

  minutes -= hours * 60;

  hours -= days * 24;

  

  //Display Time

  String message = "Time: " + hours + ":" + minutes;

  text(message, 5/f1, 20/f1);

  

  //Daily Update (Blurryness)

  if(hours > 12 && hours < 23){

    checkHours = 1;

  }

  if(hours > 0 && hours < 11 && checkHours == 1){

    checkHours = 0;

    paint.blurryness();

  }

  //30 min updates, current energy use corresponding picture

  if((minutes > 15 && minutes < 25) || (minutes > 45 && minutes < 55)){

    checkMinutes = 1;

  }

  if((minutes > 0 && minutes < 10 && checkMinutes == 1) || (minutes > 30 && minutes < 40 && checkMinutes == 1)){

    checkMinutes = 0;

    paint.dailyupd();

  }

}

/******************************SCROLLBAR***************************************/

class HScrollbar

{

  int swidth, sheight;    // Width and Height of bar

  int xpos, ypos;         // X and Y position of bar

  int spos, newspos;      // X position of slider

  int sposMin, sposMax;   // Max and Min values of slider

  int loose;              // how loose/heavy

  boolean over;           // Is the mouse over the slider?

  boolean locked;

  int ratio;

  HScrollbar (int xp, int yp, int sw, int sh, int l){    

    swidth = sw;

    sheight = sh;

    int widthtoheight = sw - sh;

    ratio = (int)sw / (int)widthtoheight;

    xpos = xp;

    ypos = yp-sheight/2;

    spos = xpos + swidth/2 - sheight/2;

    newspos = spos;

    sposMin = xpos;

    sposMax = xpos + swidth - sheight;

    loose = l;

  }

   



   //Is the mouse located over the scroll button?

   int update(){

    if(over()){

      over = true;

    }

    else{

      over = false;

    }

    

    //Is the mouse pressed and over the scroll button?  

    if(mousePressed && over){

        locked = true;

    } else if(!mousePressed){

        locked = false;

    }

    

    //If pressed and over allow dragging the scroll button 

    //to a new position and return the new position of the

    //scroll button.

    if(locked){

      newspos = constrain(mouseX-sheight/2, sposMin, sposMax);

    }

    if(abs(newspos - spos) > 1){

      spos = spos + (newspos-spos)/loose;

    }

    return(newspos);

   }

  //Is the mouse over the current scroll button?

  boolean over() {

    if(mouseX > xpos && mouseX < xpos+swidth && mouseY > ypos && mouseY < ypos+sheight) {

        return true;

    } else{

        return false;

      }

  }

  

  //Redraw the new position of the scroll button, also redraw the square around it.

  void display(){

    fill(255);

    rect(xpos, ypos, swidth, sheight);  //Draw borders surrounding the scroll

    fill(0, 0, 0);

    rect(spos, ypos, sheight, sheight); //Draw scroll button

  }

  int getPos() {

    // Convert spos to be values between

    // 0 and the total width of the scrollbar

    return spos*ratio;

  }

}

/********************************BUTTONS*******************************************/

class Button

{



  int x, y;

  int w, h;

  color basecolor, highlightcolor;

  color currentcolor;

  boolean over = false;

  boolean pressed = false;   

  

  //Is the mouse pressed? 

  boolean pressed() {

    return(mousePressed); 

  }

  //Is the mouse located over the current image button?

  boolean overRect(int x, int y, int width, int height){

    if (mouseX >= x && mouseX <= x+width && mouseY >= y && mouseY <= y+height){

        return true;

    } else{

        return false;

    }

  }

}

class ImageButtons extends Button 

{

  //Define image states, pressed, not pressed and current

  PImage base;

  PImage down;

  PImage currentimage;

  ImageButtons(int ix, int iy, int iw, int ih, PImage ibase, PImage idown) 

  {

    x = ix;

    y = iy;

    w = iw;

    h = ih;

    base = ibase;

    down = idown;

    currentimage = base;

  }

  

  //If the mouse is located over the current button and pressed, switch the picture.

  //If button = on, switch to button = off and return 0.

  //If button = off, switch to button = on and return 1.

  //Before returning the on/off, 1/1, delay 200ms to prevent multiple clicks/changes.

  int update(){

    over();

    

    if(mousePressed && over){

        if(pictnr == 0){

            currentimage = down;

            pictnr = 1;

        } else{

            currentimage = base;

            pictnr = 0;

        }

        delay(100);



    }

    

    if(currentimage == down){

        return(1);

    } else{

        return(0);

    } 

  }

  //Is the mouse located over the current image button?

  void over() 

  {

    if( overRect(x,y,w,h) ){

        over = true;

    } else{

        over = false;

    }

  }

  //Display image button with the either the off picture or the 

  void display(){

    image(currentimage, x, y,w,h);

  }

}

/******************************NEW WINDOW**********************************************/

//Here the painting, which will be displayed on the external LCD,

//is created, updated and displayed.

class secondApplet extends PApplet {

  

   public void setup(){

     size(1280, 768);        //Size of new window.

   }

   

   public void draw(){ 

      paint.update();    //Update picture

      paint.display();   //Display updated picture

      filter(BLUR, blurFilter);  //Blur effect depending on difference in daily consumption

   }

} 

/********************************PAINTING*************************************************/

class Painting extends Frame

{ 

 

 PImage imageToDisplay;

  Painting(){

    //Create, add and display the new window.

    setBounds(000,000,1280/f2,768/f2);

    s = new secondApplet();

    add(s);

    s.init();    //Initialize new window

    show();

  }

  

  //Updates the picture which is to be displayed on the external LCD.

  void update(){    



 

    //Energy Consumption Function. (Heater_values are normalized, 0.5 - 1.5)

    //Values based on general swedish housholds.    

    currentConsumption = round(lightState1*22+lightState2*22+lightState3*22+lightState4*22+

                               lightState5*22+lightState6*22+lightState7*22+lightState8*22+

                               waterTopState*9745.5+waterMiddleState*9745.5+tvState*110+

                               stoveState*1096+washState*455+projectorState*51+

                              (norm(heaterValue1,0,130/f1)+0.5)*182.5+(norm(heaterValue2,0,130/f1)+0.5)*182.5+

                              (norm(heaterValue3,0,130/f1)+0.5)*182.5+(norm(heaterValue4,0,130/f1)+0.5)*182.5+

                              (norm(heaterValue5,0,130/f1)+0.5)*182.5+(norm(heaterValue6,0,130/f1)+0.5)*182.5+

                              (norm(heaterValue7,0,130/f1)+0.5)*182.5+(norm(heaterValue8,0,130/f1)+0.5)*182.5); 

      

      //Chrose if to display Apple or NewYork. 

     if(themeState == 1){

          imageToDisplay = imageApple[pictureNumber];    // Load the image into the program

      } else{

          imageToDisplay = imageNewYork[pictureNumber];  // Load the image into the program

      }

  }

    

    void dailyupd(){  

    //Depending on the Energy Consumption Function decides which image to display.   

    if(currentConsumption >= 20000){

        pictureNumber = 36;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 20000 && currentConsumption >= 18000){

          pictureNumber = 35;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 18000 && currentConsumption >= 12000){

          pictureNumber = 34;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 12000 && currentConsumption >= 9000){

          pictureNumber = 33;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 9000 && currentConsumption >= 5000){

          pictureNumber = 32;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 5000 && currentConsumption >= 3000){

          pictureNumber = 31;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 3000 && currentConsumption >= 2700){

          pictureNumber = 30;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2700 && currentConsumption >= 2600){

          pictureNumber = 29;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2600 && currentConsumption >= 2500){

          pictureNumber = 28;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2500 && currentConsumption >= 2400){

          pictureNumber = 27;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2400 && currentConsumption >= 2300){

          pictureNumber = 26;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2300 && currentConsumption >= 2250){

          pictureNumber = 25;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2250 && currentConsumption >= 2200){

          pictureNumber = 24;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2200 && currentConsumption >= 2150){

          pictureNumber = 23;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2150 && currentConsumption >= 2100){

          pictureNumber = 22;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2100 && currentConsumption >= 2050){

          pictureNumber = 21;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2050 && currentConsumption >= 2000){



          pictureNumber = 20;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 2000 && currentConsumption >= 1950){

          pictureNumber = 19;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1950 && currentConsumption >= 1900){

          pictureNumber = 18;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1900 && currentConsumption >= 1850){

          pictureNumber = 17;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1850 && currentConsumption >= 1800){

          pictureNumber = 16;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1800 && currentConsumption >= 1750){

          pictureNumber = 15;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1750 && currentConsumption >= 1700){

          pictureNumber = 14;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1700 && currentConsumption >= 1650){

          pictureNumber = 13;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1650 && currentConsumption >= 1600){

          pictureNumber = 12;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1600 && currentConsumption >= 1550){

          pictureNumber = 11;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1550 && currentConsumption >= 1500){

          pictureNumber = 10;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1500 && currentConsumption >= 1450){

          pictureNumber = 9;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1450 && currentConsumption >= 1400){

          pictureNumber = 8;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1400 && currentConsumption >= 1350){

          pictureNumber = 7;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1350 && currentConsumption >= 1300){

          pictureNumber = 6;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1300 && currentConsumption >= 1250){

          pictureNumber = 5;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1250 && currentConsumption >= 1200){

          pictureNumber = 4;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1200 && currentConsumption >= 1100){

          pictureNumber = 3;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1100 && currentConsumption >= 1000){

          pictureNumber = 2;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 1000 && currentConsumption >= 900){

          pictureNumber = 1;

      } else if(currentConsumption < 900){ //&& currentConsumption >= 0){

          pictureNumber = 0;

    }

    

    //Sum up todaysUsage, sum of a days currentConsumption.                                                                           

      todaysUsage = todaysUsage + currentConsumption;

    }

    

    //If worse add blurry filter, if better or same remove blurry filter.

    void blurryness(){

      if((todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) <= 0){ //Same or Better

        blurFilter = 0;

        yesterdaysUsage = todaysUsage;

        todaysUsage = 0;

     } else if((todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) > 0 && (todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) < 1000){  //Small Worse

          yesterdaysUsage = todaysUsage;



          todaysUsage = 0;

          blurFilter = 1;

     } else if((todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) >= 1000 && (todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) < 5000){  //Medium Worse

          yesterdaysUsage = todaysUsage;

          todaysUsage = 0;

          blurFilter = 2;

     } else if((todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) >= 5000 && (todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) < 15000){  //Large Worse

          yesterdaysUsage = todaysUsage;

          todaysUsage = 0;

          blurFilter = 3;

     } else if((todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) >= 15000 && (todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) < 50000){  //Huge Worse

          yesterdaysUsage = todaysUsage;

          todaysUsage = 0;

          blurFilter = 4;

     } else if((todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) >= 50000 && (todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) < 100000){  //Extreme Worse

          yesterdaysUsage = todaysUsage;

          todaysUsage = 0;

          blurFilter = 5;

     } else if((todaysUsage - yesterdaysUsage) >= 100000){  //Mega Super Getto Blaster Worse

          yesterdaysUsage = todaysUsage;

          todaysUsage = 0;

          blurFilter = 6;

     }

    }

    

    //Display the choosen image, NewYork or Apple

    void display(){

      s.image(imageToDisplay,0,0,1280/f2,768/f2);

    }

}


